
Donate the most mother tongue  
books and win the challenge!
Due to globalization, civil war and hard economic 
times, thousands of families have been uprooted and 
forced to move under extreme economic and political 
circumstances to Western Europe. Schools in Vienna, 
Austria have acquired the largest percentage of 
second language learners (nearly 50%) than any city 
in Europe. Thousands of school children in Vienna 
have no access to literature in their mother tongue 
fueling an epidemic of illiteracy and poverty.

The non-profit organization Who I Am is building the first 
mother tongue library in a struggling inner city public school 
with over 100 titles in 28 languages to support primary 
school children who do not have access to literature in their 
mother tongue.  Your donation of books will be accessible to 
hundreds of school children through the Who I Am mother 
tongue Mentor-Reading Program.

Instead of throwing the books away,  
donate them and win the challenge!
Many in our international community have children’s 
literature at home that is no longer used as the kids have 
grown up, or the family needs to move and can’t take the 
books with them.

A perfect community service project  
for primary and/or secondary students 
Students can fulfill CAS requirements for graduation while 
engaging in a meaningful humanitarian project in the context 
of their own mother tongue and cultural identity.

Participation is free! Your school/institution simply covers  
the shipping costs of the books to Vienna.

How do I get involved?
Simply visit the ECIS Homepage or WhoIam.at 
and “click” on Turn the Page Challenge to register
Or send us an email to: info@whoiam.at

1. Albanian
2. Arabic
3. Bosnian
4. Bulgarian
5. Croatian
6. Mandarin
7. Chechen

8. Czech
9. English
10. Farsi
11. German
12. Greek
13. Kurdish
14. Hindi

15. Hungarian
16. Macedonian
17. Pashto
18. Polish
19. Punjabi
20. Romanian
21. Russian

22. Serbian
23. Slovenian
24. Spanish
25. Hebrew
26. Slovakian
27. Turkish
28. Tagalog

Who I Am needs these languages based on student 
linguistic populations in Vienna Public Schools.

Who I Am is an officially registered non-profit organization
Like us on Facebook: Whoiamnonprofit www.whoiam.at
This project has been officially endorsed and/or sponsored by ECIS, UNESCO, OPEC, US Embassy to Austria, the Vienna Board of Education, Vienna International School and International School of Amsterdam.

Join the challenge to turn 
the page on global illiteracy
The European Council of International Schools partners 
with Who I Am to challenge ECIS member schools and 
institutions to help ‘Turn the Page’ on children’s illiteracy 
by donating mother tongue books for children who do not 
have access to literature in their first language.

TURN THE PAGE 
CHALLENGE

We NEED children’s 
mother tongue litera-

ture at the reading level  
for grades K-6, used or new,  
any genre, ideally hardback  
(paperback is ok too), picture 
books are also accepted.

We DO NOT NEED 
textbooks, travel  

literature, fragile books 
or ones in poor condition, 
magazines, or any mate-
rial with a religious or 
political message.

WHAT KIND OF BOOKS?

The winning school who donates the most books 
will be awarded as the ECIS Internationally 
Minded School of the Year at the ECIS Annual 
Conference in NICE Nov 21–22, 2014.

It‘s
Free


